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Dashboards
Easy to read, single page, real-time user interface,
showing a graphical presentation of the current status!

PRODUCT BENEFITS
CUSTOMISABLE
Dashboards can built in a way that will
allow them to be custom focused per
individual user needs.

The term dashboard originates from an automobile dashboard where a driver can monitor major functions at a
glance via the instrument cluster. Information dashboards show business metrics, letting the viewer see the
health and state of their organisation, and are typically configured to show summaries, key trends, comparisons,
and exceptions.
SharePoint dashboards provide rich features for business intelligence functionality, such as scorecards with key
performance Indicators (KPIs)) showing how actual performance compares to a goal, data grids, and charts to
visualise data patterns. Sharepoint dashboards can also integrate with many other services to display
information from various sources in a user friendly and graphically interactive way.

DRILL INTO DETAILS
Display details behind the summary
information if required but keep the
detail from the standard view unless it
is deemed necessary.

TRENDING VISIBILITY
Allows to make decisions and react to
issues before they become problems.

CONSTANT DATA FLOW
Dashboards are driven off of current
data in a real-time or near real-time
structure that reflects the current data.

SERVICES
With an experienced .Net development
pool, Inov8 has pushed SharePoint in all
directions to fulfill both product and
client expectations.

SharePoint is one of the four key service
offerings of Inov8.

Integrations

Key Elements
We can provide the full range of
software engineering services from
analysis

and

design,

through

development and testing.

to

Simple, communicates the message easily

PerformancePoint Services (charts, scorecards,

Minimum distractions in conveying the

metrics)

information
Supports organized business with meaning and
useful data
Applies human visual perception to visual
presentation of information

SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS)
Visio Services
Excel Services
SharePoint web parts
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